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What’s Up, Doc ?

Editor’s Thoughts

“You did it again, Dato’ Syed!” The new Saga received
overwhelming bookings. What were the numbers…5K, 10K,
20K, 30K, 40K units booked after the Prime Minister of
Malaysia launched the model officially in January? Great call
BOSS!
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“You always try to get the things you want with the very least effort possible. All
technological advances are ways of getting greater output with less input.”
– Brian Tracy

I would like to add that having a publication provides a sense of ownership to members
and it is this sense of ownership I hope will encourage the vendors to support and
contribute to its mission and objective, via commitment in advertorial and/or editorial
in future issues. See it as a marketing tool that allows you to establish branding,
open new opportunities, set new benchmarks, share innovative concepts, document
progress and achievements.

The PVA members are proud to be part of this
transformation process and we will continue to provide
our support to ensure the success of Proton’s Recovery
and Growth Plan. We call on all vendors, members as well
as non-members of PVA, who are involved in the supply of
parts and components to Proton to continue to give their
fullest cooperation and positive contributions toward the
success of the Pride of our Nation.
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The year 2007 has been significant for Proton as the national car manufacturer as
well as for its vendors. The successful launch of two of its latest models, the Persona
and the new Saga marked a milestone for Proton, bringing them closer to their goal
to gain back their market share.

But, I wish to remind myself and all the PVA members THAT
the continued success of the current and future models
of Proton brand depends on 100% performance, nothing
more and nothing less, of both Proton and ourselves.

This issue, in Up Close and Personal, we spent time with YBhg Datuk Kamarulzaman
Darus to get insights into the manufacturing processes and the new Saga
project. Our interview session with YBhg Datuk KD puts into light the emphasis
on technology, technological advances and its importance to the industry. Coverage
of PVA Happenings include the 14th PVA Annual Dinner that was celebrated with
such panache and grandiosity, the annual golf tournament, PVA visits to Thailand and
China among other exciting activities. In the spirit of ‘walking the talk’, PVA Spotlight
this issue, features the assimilation of Siemens VDO into Continental Corporation.
The two companies merged, became one and stronger to forge a global forerunner
in the automotive supplier sector. Meanwhile, to continue our theme on technology,
coverage was given to Siemens
Product Life Management
(PLM) solutions in our
Special Editorial segment.

As the suppliers of parts and components, let us be focused
on our roles and responsibilities rather than keep finding
reasons for not doing the right things.

With
that,
we
hope to see more
participation
from
members
and
industry players in
the upcoming issues.
Happy reading!

In my earlier column I have made comments on similar
subject particularly focusing on the “must” understanding of
the principle of product life cycle management, systematic
approach to product and cost planning, cost of poor quality
and NG goods and others.

It is a pleasure for us once again to bring you the third issue of PVA. This publication
is indeed a rewarding project in itself, significant to the industry as it represents a
group that is the backbone of the Malaysian automotive industry and the OEM.
This is our third issue and we are determined to ensure that each issue is better
than the next. I salute the mission and objective of this publication as envisioned by
its President, Dr. Wan Mohamed W.E. PVA Tattler’s main objective, to document
the progress and success of the industry and the industry players, also to act as
a communication medium between manufacturer and vendors in the efforts of
improving business relations; deserves full support from the vendor community and
the relevant authorities.
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Your judgment and “gut feel” were spot on again Dato’. We,
the PVA members, wish to once again congratulate and
thank you for your astute leadership, vision and wisdom.
Indeed, the unfolding of events in the recent months are
clear results of the transformation that have been taking
place at Proton. We can feel the positive vibrations of the
engineering and manufacturing efforts by Proton that have
been unrelenting to bring the right products, right prices,
right expectations and to be placed at the right place and
time. Syabas, Proton!

I wish to also appeal to our members who have been
continuously failing to deliver the right products on time and
have been causing downtime and unscheduled stoppages
at Proton’s production lines. They must be honest, sincere,
good hearted and courageous to say “Enough is enough”.
I am saying this because I feel embarrassed and worthless
to be told repeatedly and reminded at most meetings with
our business partner how irresponsible some of us are as
vendors.

It seemed that the same vendors are dragging their feet to
deliver.
What are the possible root causes of their problems and
how do they affect all of us including Proton?

Dr Wan Mohamed W.E. – President of PVA

There are many. We can write books on these subjects. In
the simplest statement, the problems could be grouped into
two; the Internal (I) and the external (X) factors.
I.0

“I” Factors (Attitude and Aptitude)
It has been said, “It’s not our aptitude but our attitude
that determines our altitude” and this has relation to
the internal factors that influence our performance.

1.1 Goal, Desire and Commitment
When one finishes school, college or university,
most will enter the nation’s workforce. The idea of
working for a living is good and honorable. Some
are content to continue to work for someone else
for the rest of their working career.
There are a few, who wants more…with the
ultimate goal of achieving financial freedom….i.e. to
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or disbursements of incentives and funds are
often delayed; a case in example is the Automotive
Development Fund which was launched more than
a year ago. The percentage of actual disbursement
to the size of the fund to-date leaves much to be
desired.

2.5 World, Regional and Bilateral Trade
While recognizing the binding commitment and
importance of the multi, regional and bilateral free
trade agreements, Malaysia must be wary of their
downside. WTO for some interpreted as the Wall
To Opportunity and AFTA and bilateral FTA are
regarded as “I cheat you and you cheat me”.

be an entrepreneur.
To be a successful entrepreneur one must have
the goal, desire and commitment. Only three
words and there are no free lunches to success.
The deadly circumstance is the failure to act.
To act, one must find time, energy and courage
to step out and put the knowledge into practice.
Thus, the first is fear and second is time.
Finally, the understanding of having the conviction/
commitment of accomplishing something
worthwhile is such a valuable ally…one that will give
the courage and strength to succeed.
A few of our colleagues, however, must have
forgotten why we are in the business for.

1.2 Knowledge and Experience
To achieve the financial freedom knowledge is
power, and you need all the power to give you
confidence and courage to step ahead.
In our business, we need 100% performance
regardless how small or little our contribution is
to the production and selling of Proton brand.
2.0 “X” Factors (External Factors)
The external factors cover wide areas of interests from
political to monetary and fiscal policy to global trade.
Even though these are important and could affect
our business performances, I will only touch on what
matters to us in our daily operations.
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2.1 Proton’s Performance
The sales of Proton new models in the domestic
market have been encouraging and are on the
upbeat in light of the better public perception of
Proton cars in terms of right pricing, quality and
performance.
The initial positive response to the efforts to make
inroads in the export market also adds to the
optimism of a better performance prospect for
Proton cars.

2.2 Selection of Vendors
Vendors are selected on their ability and potential
to deliver the parts and components just-in-time
and at the desired quality as well as cost. Other
factors include management’s commitment and
manufacturing capacities. Nonetheless, there are
still some disappointments along the way.
2.3 Policy and Implementation
Policies for a dynamic growth of the globally
competitive industry and corporations are in
place. However, the desirable and transparency
implementation are questionable and weak. We do
not walk the talk.
2.4 Support and Incentive			
There are government supports and incentives
made available to the automotive sector and
in particular, SMI/SME companies. Again, the
speed from the announcement of government
support and incentives until the actual granting

Perhaps, for example in the automotive sector,
in the true sprit of AFTA and ASEAN Economic
Community, the idea of establishing the ASEAN
Motor Corporation (AMC) to manufacture
automobiles for ASEAN and the world market
needs to be pursued aggressively. The AMC will
enable members of ASEAN countries to develop
and excel in high tech-products and services which
are critical for the region long term and sustained
economic growth.
3.0 Actual Costs of Non-Delivery of Parts
An important point frequently overlooked is the actual
costs of non-delivery of parts. Besides the usual
frustrations and anxieties felt at the production lines,
the non-delivery of parts also has far reaching financial
impact on the other vendors who managed to deliver
their parts. Among the additional costs unnecessarily
borne by prompt vendors when the actual amount falls
below the planned quantity due to non-delivery of parts
by other vendors are:
-

Warehousing costs of finished goods that are
ready to be supplied but retained back in vendors’
premises.

-

Warehousing costs of raw materials and packaging
materials that have been planned for but not
used.

-

Holding costs of finished goods and raw materials.

-

Buffer stock created arising from the differences
between actual and planned delivery.

-

Fixed overheads in the delivery of products, the
lesser the amount per delivery, the higher is the
delivery cost per product.

-

“Bumpy“ cash flows from uncertain cash in-flows
resulting in poor efficiency in funds utilization.

-

Opportunity costs as production resources and
time could have been prioritized for other products
or projects.
In the Supply Value Chain to Proton, the financial
impact is actually multiplied as the effects are
cascaded to the other tier-2 and tier-3 suppliers
including raw material suppliers. Thus, the actual
cost of non-delivery of parts is more than the usual
costs to be borne and certainly cannot be underestimated.

4.0 Conclusion
My message is not meant for losers. For the losers, it
would be like the Malay proverb of watering the leaves
of yam plants (“daun keladi”) – a futile waste of efforts.
The message is only for the genuine vendors who want
to wake up, change and set new goals to move forward
positively.
My advice to the regular problematic vendors is: “Swallow
your pride and be realistic. If you are no longer in shape,
it’s better to move aside now and let others including
perceived rivals who have the capabilities, to take over.
A small percentage in a viable business is certainly
better than a hundred per cent (100%) ownership of a
losing one.”
I believe that mostly, if not all of us (vendors and Proton
alike) are facing a critical crossroad in our corporate
journey. We will vanish into oblivion, cut losses and run
or wake up, change, set new goals and move forward.
The signs of better times ahead are already tangible.
Often we are told that on sunny days, prepare for rain.
Similarly, for rainy days, we need to prepare for sunny
days. Otherwise when the sun shines for Proton again,
vendors may be caught off-guard and miss golden
opportunities. Therefore, we need to diligently re-look
at our operations through established programs like
Jishuken, Kaizen, ICC, VA/VE, LEAN, 6 Sigma and even
Value Innovation activities so that we can all march
together with Proton when the days of glory return.
Let us practise “Cakap mesti bikin and bikin mesti betul”
in the true sense of the words and raise our self worth or
MARTABAT DIRI.
“Hidup Proton, Hidup Vendor Malaysia”.
WE MUST LIVE TO: ASPIRE TO INSPIRE BEFORE WE
EXPIRE.
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Up Close and Personal
A Man Of Technological Innovation
Yang Berbahagia Datuk Kamarulzaman Darus, is one of the key-founding members of Proton Holdings Berhad that was
established in heeding the call from the government to develop Malaysia’s automotive industry back in 1985. Having
been with Proton for 23 years and with 25 years of experience in the automotive business, Dato KD, as he is fondly
addressed as, is a gentle soul who is passionate about technology. By nature, he is very much into acquiring new gadgets
in the market to stay on top of the technological advancements. As the Director of Manufacturing for Proton Holdings
Berhad, this obsession for technological gadgets transpires into passion and commitment to his responsibilities at
Proton Holdings.
AM

: Datuk, care to share with us on your role and
responsibilities in Proton Holdings?
Datuk KD : As the Director of Manufacturing, I am responsible
for the development and monitoring of all of Proton’s
manufacturing plants in Malaysia, Indonesia &
Vietnam. Part of my scope is also to run the R&D
division, which has given rise to some of the products
that have been produced by Proton Holdings and
introduced to the market, for example the Savvy,
Gen2 and Waja model. Over the years, I have had the
opportunity to develop myself to further understand
the intricacies of the manufacturing requirements &
processes and to become what I am today.
AM
: Tell us about your recent project, the much
anticipated new SAGA.
Datuk KD : For the new SAGA, I was appointed as the project
director and was involved in managing the overall
project from engine, transmission, plant activities,
capacity requirement etc. Having capable resources
make the work and delivery somewhat easy because
the team knows what they are supposed to do. I have
to say that I am lucky to have an experienced team
to work with me on this project. Together, we have
ensured the quality level is maintained and managed
to understand, respond and resolve any problems
that we had encountered before the launching. I
am happy that we had a successful launch of the
new SAGA and the market has responded positively,
resulting in a waiting list of six months. So, we have
been successful in delivering a product that the
market wants, but now we have to resolve the issue
in meeting the market demand on time. For this
month, we are focusing on addressing and resolving
issues for the new products, SAGA and of course
the Persona as well.
AM
: What are Proton’s strategies and initiatives that
have been or will be executed to gain back its
market share?
Datuk KD : I believe Proton is on the right path, in its strategies
and initiatives that have been or will be executed
based on our 5-year strategic plan. A major initiative
for Proton is to gain back our market share – We
aim to increase our market share to 45% and this
is somewhat possible with the two new champion
products that we have recently launched, the new
SAGA and Persona that cater to the low end and
middle end market. Another major initiative for
Proton is in market development – to develop the
market for our products overseas hence ensuring
the strengthening of our brand and presence in
the automotive industry especially in Thailand and
China. Recent collaboration with China enabled
us to market 6,000 units of Gen2, which was rebranded under “EuropeStar” to cater to the Chinese
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market. Thirdly, our initiative will be managing our
skilled resources, both internal and our partners.
AM
: What steps are Proton taking in managing its
skilled resources, vendors and suppliers included?
Datuk KD : 70% of Proton’s destiny is in the hands of the
suppliers, so we recognize the importance of
our suppliers and vendors as they are the ones
responsible in supplying all the parts & components
of our vehicles. As part of our effort in skilled
resources management, as an OEM, we encourage
technology development through seminars and visits
to manufacturing plants overseas to give exposure to
our suppliers and vendors. This we believe will enable
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Malaysia Benchmarking Index (MBI) For Local Enterprises
them to benchmark themselves to the best in the
industry and to assimilate applicable methodologies
into their work practices to gain improvements in
their delivery. This of course is applicable to our
internal resources as well. We want our resources
and our partners to be successful because we firmly
believe that successful vendors will ultimately ensure
the success of Proton.
AM
: What do the suppliers/vendors need to do in the
next decade to be successful?
Datuk KD : In the next decade, the key is to leverage. Leveraging
on strengths of partnerships, and on the market.
We want the suppliers to become stronger through
collaboration or mergers. We need them to critically
look and analyze who will be their best partners
and assimilate. This will allow growth and builds
strength as they can leverage on the strengths of
partners to improve on technological knowledge and
development. They need to continuously be on top
of the latest technology to gain better competitive
edge and at the same time look into expanding
their horizon to foreign market. Just as important,
when it come to human resources development and
management, the practice of pinching resources
needs to be eliminated as it creates a zero sum gain
effect on the industry.
AM
: What is your outlook on the automotive industry
and Proton’s contribution in building a national
brand?
Datuk KD : Automotive business is very challenging. Every
country would like to build their own line of
cars. At the same time, it is the most
technologically advanced industry where
being technologically inclined is the key
to ensuring product marketability thus
sustainability. A country benefits by
having a foothold in the automotive

industry as it creates more business opportunities
and increase jobs that would enhance the country’s
economy.
		 Proton has developed itself to be known in the world
as the manufacturer of Malaysian national cars.
Proton cars are known as a Malaysian product
hence establishing Malaysia as a worthy player in the
automotive industry. We have to be proud of that.
We have been successful at building a national brand
with our cars, but of course we need to continuously
strive to achieve perfection.
AM
: What is the market role in the models that Proton
developed?
Datuk KD : While we have the ability to make beautiful cars,
we have to understand the market aspirations.
Malaysian market wants value for money, practicality
and ease of purchase. We have to cater to that. The
new Persona & Saga have achieved that and caters
to our middle and low target market. Next, we are
looking at fulfilling the need of a different market
segment – the family oriented and the big families.
Based on the understanding of the market, we are
looking into developing an MPV model for Proton to
cater to this new market segment. It is something
we have not done before, but our management,
our directors and suppliers are in support of this
program. Obviously, there are risks involved, so we
are evaluating every aspects of this to ensure that if
we decide to take the risk, it will be a calculated one.
AM
: Are there any events that have taken place that
have changed your outlook on life?
		 Last year was a turning point in my life – I had a
heart attack. It made me realize that while work is
important, one should not neglect their health, as it
is detrimental in enabling you to perform your work.
I am feeling better now after implementing some
changes in my lifestyle – I started exercising and
eating right. My health indicator is positive and my
energy level is high. Being healthy enables you to
have a better outlook in life. When you feel better, I
believe you also look better. My advice to my fellow
colleagues is to strive towards achieving a balance in
life and to not take health for granted.
AM
: What is your message to the vendor community?
Datuk KD : I do believe that taking risks and making mistakes
are part and parcel of the learning process. So
my message to the vendor community is “Do not
be afraid to take risks and try new things”. To me,
Proton and the vendors are a family and families look
out for each other. They are times vendors may feel
that they are not part of the family, mainly due to a
lot of pressure that we as the OEM put on them in
meeting the quality, cost, delivery and development.
I urge the vendors to treat that pressure as an
encouragement to ensure that they stay at the
forefront of the industry. Proton also encourages
the vendors to submit their proposals and share
views that can mutually benefit. Rather than trying
to garner more margins for one-off project, they
should look into how to flourish through a long-term
win-win situation.

Note: 		 At the point of printing, Datuk KD has announced his
mutual separation from Proton Holdings Berhad to
pursue other ventures in life.
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The Malaysia Productivity Corporation (MPC) is responsible
towards enhancing the performance of local enterprises. It
provides a wide range of support activities to deliver on 2 of its
main goals, namely increasing cost competitiveness through
improving processes, as well as facilitating value creation by
supporting businesses to develop new products and services.
It is in this context that MPC is pleased to announce the
implementation of the global Benchmark Index, adapted for
the use and benefit of Malaysian local enterprises. To achieve
this, MPC is working in close collaboration with 2 key strategic
partners who are recognized as world leaders in providing
benchmarking services.
They are Fraunhofer Institute from Germany, the leading applied
research organization in Europe, and the United Kingdom (UK)
based organization, Winning Moves Ltd, acknowledged as the
leading provider of international benchmarking systems. They
have collectively established over 25 worldwide benchmarking
centers, and thus have the right experience to deliver an excellent
service for our businesses. Over the past months, MPC has been
developing a relationship and delivery plan with them. The service
is known as the Malaysia Benchmarking Index (MBI).
10 benefits to join Malaysia Benchmarking Index (MBI)
For the individual enterprises, there are numerous proven
benefits that they will gain, providing that they commit themselves
to the process. These include:
• Helps to achieve certain quality accreditations such as TS
16949.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased profitability, productivity and competitiveness.
Better, more informed business decisions.
A foundation to develop effective strategies for the future.
An objective, broad review of their performance, providing
an assessment based on key performance drivers as well
as traditional financial results
A means to support the implementation of continuous
improvement.
Builds an understanding of performance levels that are
possible based on what real businesses are achieving.
Highlights opportunities for growth and competitive
advantage.
Encourages enterprises to stretch themselves, significantly
improving their performance.
Opens minds to new opportunities.

To join the Malaysia Benchmarking Index, please contact:
Cik Norhaniza Hamir
D/L : 03-7951 2416
HP: 013-2213938
Malaysia Productivity Corporation (MPC)
Best Practices Management Division
Lorong Produktiviti, Off Jalan Sultan
46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Toll Free: 1 800 88 11 40
Tel: 03-79557266
Fax: 03-79547910
Website: www.mpc.org.my
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PVA Happenings
PROTON and NPC Sign MOU on Vendor Development
Programme

PVA New Year Hi-Tea Gathering With Dato’ Syed Zainal
and Proton Management

Perusahaan Otomobil Nasional Sdn Bhd
(PROTON) and the National Productivity
Corporation (NPC) signed a Memorandum of
Understanding on 26 February 2008, at the
Putrajaya Marriot Hotel for collaboration in
vendor development.

As part of PVA activities to improve relationship and rapport
with our business partner, Proton, as well as among member
companies, a New Year Hi-Tea gathering with YBhg Dato’ Syed
Zainal was held on 15th February 2008 at the Sheraton Subang
Hotel.
About 160 participants, comprising senior management staff of
Proton led by its Managing Director, Y Bhg Dato’ Syed Zainal as
well as PVA members attended the evening function.

The MoU signing ceremony coincided
with a Toyota Production System seminar
conducted by Mr Jeffrey Liker for more than
700 participants, consisting of staff from
Proton as well as its vendors. The seminar
aimed to provide a better understanding of
the philosophies and concepts of TPS, a core
component in PROTON’s vendor development.
Dato’ Haji Syed Zainal Abidin Syed Mohamed
Tahir signed the MoU on behalf of PROTON
while the National Productivity Corporation
was represented by Director General, Dato’
Nik Zainiah Nik Abdul Rahman

As the main programme was for Dato’ Syed Zainal to give his
“State of Proton Address”, Dato Syed Zainal expressed concern
that the total number of vendor companies present at the
function was only 70 out of a total of 150 PVA members. This
“below par” attendance at a PVA organized event did not augur
well for Proton and the vendor community in particular, as it
reflected the lackadaisical attitude of absent vendors and their
disinterest to do further business with Proton.
In his speech, he spoke on Proton’s Annual Management Plan
(AMP) for 2008/09 and the need for vendors to be prepared for
the increase in business. He also shared on the development of
Proton sales to China, India, Russia and other ASEAN countries
and advised vendors to take appropriate investment measures
to improve their capacities for the future. He reminded vendors

Under the MoU, NPC, the country’s renowned
resource for productivity and quality
improvements, would be conducting training
on the Toyota Production System (TPS) or
otherwise known as the Lean Manufacturing
System for PROTON’s selected vendors
and employees. The TPS that focuses on
eliminating wastage in production has been
implemented in the PROTON Production
System since its introduction there last year.

The function was also attended by YBhg Datuk Kamarulzaman
Darus, En Razif Ahmad, En Abdul Wahab Mohamed Khalid, En
Masderuddin Mustaffa and the other senior management staff
of Proton. PVA EXCO on the other hand was led by Dr Wan
Mohamed and attended by other EXCO members.
PVA would like to thank YBhg Dato Syed Zainal for taking time
off from his busy schedule to be with PVA members as well as
the informative briefing with insights that would benefit vendors
in their planning for the year ahead. Gratitude is also extended to
the senior management staff of Proton as well as PVA members
who attended the event.

PROTON Holdings Bhd Managing Director,
Dato’ Haji Syed Zainal Abidin Syed Mohamed
Tahir said the PROTON-NPC collaboration is
yet another development that underscores
PROTON’s commitment to quality and the
elevation of nation’s automotive eco-system..
Dato’ Syed Zainal said as part of its operational
efficiency and cost effective initiatives,
PROTON commenced the Keiretsu (close
knit) programme for vendors last month for
the implementation of TPS at 104 vendors
gemba (work place). This programme would
further enhance the Jishuken (fast-paced
kaizen, a workplace ‘quality’ strategy aimed at eliminating waste
and is often associated with the TPS) which has been running at
PROTON since last year.
A 15-month programme, the Keiretsu, would encompass 15
syllabi, of which 13 would be covered by NPC in this training
collaboration. Ninety five vendors, which included 47 small and
medium industries, would be participating in the programme.
“Of significance is that it perpetuates a cost-minus culture in
line with the emphasis on eliminating wastage and better cost
management. It promotes a working philosophy that is important
to be embraced by PROTON internally and throughout our vendor
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to be vigilant and
continuously improve
in the areas of quality,
costs and delivery. In
the speech, he also
specified
that
all
Proton vendors must
become members of
PVA before they can
have continued future
business with Proton.

network,” said Dato’ Syed Zainal.
Dato’ Syed Zainal expressed optimism that this programme and
the collaboration with NPC would take the Malaysian vendor
community to the next level in automotive production particularly
in terms of competitiveness.
PROTON plans to also work together with the NPC to benchmark
the Malaysian vendors against the best in automotive parts
manufacturing in the region and the world. This would have a
positive impact on vendor development in Malaysia as the local
community would be spurred to excel and continuously improve.
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PVA Happenings
PVA Treasure Hunt–Forging Ahead Harmony With Proton

PVA Trade Mission to Jinhua & Jinan, China

“Cannot be”… “Shh!! Can you see that?” “ See, I told you”
“Yes………..” “Mana kereta lain, dah sesat kot.” “Hah, so simple!”
“Traffic jam, that’s why we were late.” These are just some of
the many quotes that could be heard when on a treasure hunt.
Come to think of it, not much different from the Treasure Hunt
we organized.

Arising from the technical and business collaboration between
Proton and Youngman Automobile Company, China (YAC), there
was a need for Proton vendors to go to China to assess for
themselves the possibility as well as viability in supplying parts
and components to YAC plant in Jinan, China under Proton’s
localization program there.

It was initially planned to coincide with the launch of the Persona.
With launch dates being uncertain, the PVA decided to fix its
Treasure Hunt 2007 to be flagged off on 10 November. To
ensure that Proton received as much publicity as possible, we
made it compulsory for participants and officials to drive Proton
cars to participate in the Hunt. To further widen the publicity,
committee members were loaned 10 Proton Perdanas, so that
they too could participate actively in the Hunt.
In total there were 64 cars with approximately 270 persons
comprising vendors, their family members and officials.
Proton’s Sr. Management representative, En. Razif Ahmad and
En. Masderuddin Mustaffa, both from Group Procurement, and
members from PVA’s committee flagged off the participating
teams at the starting point of the Hunt at Proton’s Centre of
Excellence in Shah Alam. Teams were required to use Proton
cars, irrespective of the model or age of the vehicle. Teams had
to travel through Rawang, Bukit Beruntung, Tanjong Malim, Teluk
Intan and ended at Damai Laut, Lumut being the last destination.
The Hunt was also an eye opener for food lovers, some eating

from start to finish (especially those who got lost along the way).
Participants were a mixture of F1 drivers, joy riders and serious
contenders.
Having been briefed days earlier, many were extremely eager
to get going, confidently believing that they would be among
the best teams. When the answers were given during the
prize giving dinner at Damai Laut’s fantastically large Ballroom,
applauses accompanied with laughters were heard from
everyone involved in the Hunt. Many were seen comparing the
answers to what they wrote. The quiet ones were either in a
daze or counting the points they have accumulated. In the end,
the fun and camaraderie were the essence of what made the
Hunt a success. With everyone enjoying both the drive as well
as the challenges, the committee was bombarded with enquiries
of when the next hunt will take place.
Let us also not forget the consultants that helped to organize
the Hunt. Take-A-Break Event managers were both professional
and could keep secrets tighter than the Bank Negara’s vault.
They accompanied the participants throughout the duration of
the Hunt, checking all the time if their questions and riddles were
difficult enough for the “pros” yet simple enough for the novice.
At the end of the hunt, all they could say to the winners were,
“You guys…” an indication that he will definitely be providing more
challenging questions the next time around.

(6–9 October 2007)

In view of the need, PVA organized a trade mission for its
members with the assistance of Proton’s China Team to visit YAC
at its plants in the cities of Jinhua and Jinan from 6 to 9 October
2007. The mission comprising 28 representatives from PVA
members was jointly led by En Razif Ahmad, Director of Proton’s
Group Procurement and Dr Wan Mohamed, President of PVA.
The primary aim of the trade mission was for PVA members to
assess the potential of YAC’s plans as well as evaluate the risks
and plans of investing as vendors to YAC in China. The mission
was also aimed at meeting local vendors in China and discussing
general business climate there as well as the possibility of working
with other local Chinese companies there as strategic partners.
Among the places visited were YAC’s plants in Jinhua, YAC’s new
facilities in Jinan as well as the office of Xiaoshan Economic and
Development zone of Shandung. Discussions were also held with
the senior management staff of YAC as well as local government
officials, bank managers and some existing vendors of YAC. The
delegates also managed to find time to briefly visit historical sites
during their visit there.
Upon the return from the trip, Dr Wan Mohamed forwarded a
comprehensive report and feedback including a SWOT Analysis
on the trade mission to the management of Proton for their
consideration. There were subsequent visits made under the
guidance of Proton’s China Team for other vendors as well as
the commencement of several bilateral talks between some
PVA members and their Chinese counterparts after the trade
mission.
PVA would like to record
its
appreciation
and
heartfelt gratitude to Y
Bhg Dato’ Syed Zainal and
his staff for making the
necessary arrangements
to facilitate the trip
notwithstanding the short
notice and fasting month
for the Muslims.
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PVA Happenings
PVA’s Support In Launch of Proton Cars In Thailand
Sawadee!! Welcome to Thailand.
On 26 to 28 November 2007, 25 vendors were in Bangkok to
lend PVA’s support to the inaugural launch of Proton cars at the
2007 Thailand International Motor Expo in IMPACT Exhibition
Hall, Bangkok, Thailand. Among the Proton car models launched
there were Savvy, Gen-2 and Satria Neo.
The PVA visiting members were on site to witness the excitement
of the Thai public responding towards the car models offered by
Proton, in addition to attending the grand launching ceremony.
Other major established car companies also exhibited their
products at the expo.
At very competitive pricing and packaging compared to the other
marques at the expo, the PVA visiting members were confident
that the products offered by Proton would perform well in
Thailand. From the general conversation with the Thai visitors to
the expo, they were impressed by the styling and quality of the
Proton cars that were exhibited.
Besides the launch, the PVA members also took the opportunity
to visit a fellow Malaysian vendor, Ingress Ventures at their plant
in Ayuthia, near Bangkok. The visiting members were given an
interesting plant tour and a sumptuous lunch at the plant.
PVA would like to record its appreciation to Proton’s Corporate
Communications Department for arranging the invitation for
PVA members to the launch in Thailand. Special gratitude is
also extended to Ingress Ventures for hosting the visit to their
Thailand plant during the trip.

Launch Of New Saga–P2-11A
The new Proton Saga was launched by YAB Datuk Seri Abdullah
Badawi, Prime Minister of Malaysia, at the majestic Kuala
Lumpur Convention Centre on 18 January 2008. Like its
predecessor which was launched 21 years ago, the new Saga
has been designed as a people’s car, with a low overall purchase
price and minimal maintenance costs.
At the launch event, the nostalgic feeling was evoked when
the event organizers rolled back the times with the showing
of Proton’s history via the evergreen songs performed by the
legendary Sheila Majid and the video clips of the contemporary
Malaysian history through a passage of time from the 1980s.
The flashbacks of the golden eras of Proton in the 1980s with
the launch of the first Saga and the subsequent models in
the 1990s till the present models brought back many happy
memories of the good old days especially to many veteran
Malaysian automotive players.
When the new Saga was finally brought out for the launch by YAB
Prime Minister, there were gasps of amazement by the crowd
at the launch and many were awed by the simplistic beauty and
styling of the new car. Congratulations to Proton and their BLM
or P2-11A team for working painstakingly to successfully deliver
a car that meets the objectives of the project. Judging from the
positive response from the privileged attendees at the launch,
the new Saga’s era had truly begun; and it would not be too much
to expect the car to move across the borders into the ASEAN
countries as well as China and India markets respectively.
“In terms of packaging, it has a potential global reach. The
initial foray will be in the right-hand drive markets in the ASEAN
countries while the left-hand drive version will follow, targeting
export to China in a later date,” said YBhg Dato Syed Zainal,
Managing Director of Proton Holdings Bhd.
Even prior to the official launch, this new entry-level model had

managed to generate
huge demand from
the Malaysian public
with the “curious”
marketing
strategy
adopted by Proton,
whetting the appetite
of the consumers to
book the car early to
avoid the long wait.
The new Saga is slightly shorter in length but wider and taller
than the outgoing model that it replaces, resulting in more
interior room for passengers and significantly bigger than the
other competitors in the Malaysian market. The new Saga is
being offered to the domestic market in 3 different trim levels;
and with either a five speed manual or four speed automatic
transmissions. Safety is also given priority with both SRS airbags
and seatbelt pre-tensioners being featured.
The PVA is proud to be associated with this new model. With
the successful launch, the onus for vendors now is to continue
to work diligently to ensure that the parts and components
are delivered to Proton at the right quality, cost and time; and
consequently for Proton to deliver the finished product to the
consumer promptly.
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PVA Happenings
MAJAICO LPS Study Mission to Nagoya, Japan

Mr Iwatake, JAMA

Musical robot

Future car...

A group of 18 representatives consisting of senior representatives
from SMIDEC, MPC, PSMB, Proton, Perodua, DRB Hicom and
automotive vendor companies participated in the MAJAICO LPS
Study Mission to Nagoya, Japan from 17-22 March 2008. The
six (6) PVA members that attended the study mission were WSA
Group, Sipro Plastic Industries Sdn Bhd, Proreka (M) Sdn Bhd,
Ingress Technologies Sdn Bhd, Automotive Industries Sdn Bhd
and Grand Carpet Industries Sdn Bhd.
The main objective of the study mission was to have a closer and
deeper insight of the world renowned lean production system
(LPS) that is practiced by Toyota Motor Corporation, the top car
manufacturer in Japan.
The mission was organized by SMIDEC in collaboration with
JAMA under the MAJAICO Specific Project Mission. The CEO of
SMIDEC, YBhg Dato’ Hafsah Hashim led the Malaysian contingent
for the mission and the main host in Japan was Toyota Motor
Corporation (TMC). The detailed itinerary prepared by the host
Group Photo at TMC Miyoshi Plant

Model of TPS at Toyota Kaikan

and JAMA coupled with the efficient actualizations of the events
made the mission trip memorable and meaningful to the mission
participants, exemplifying the total service commitment of TMC.
The participants were welcomed at TMC Headquarters on the
first day by the team members of TMC who were responsible for
the mission. On the same night, TMC and JAMA jointly hosted
a sumptuous Welcome Dinner at the popular Nagoya Castle
Hotel for the Malaysian contingent. During the dinner, Dato’
Akira Okabe, Senior MD of TMC gave the keynote address while
Mr Iwatake of JAMA spoke on behalf of JAMA. Dato’ Hafsah
representing the Malaysian contingent thanked the Japanese
hosts for the wonderful reception in reciprocation; followed by an
impromptu and diplomatic speech from PVA President, Dr Wan
Mohamed to conclude the formalities for the night. In addition
to the fine spread of Japanese food and drinks, the participants
were given the opportunity to network with the management
staff of TMC as well as some TMC vendors who were present
at the dinner.

Dato' Akira Okabe-Senior MD Toyota Motor Corporation

During the mission, the Malaysian contingent was given
classroom lectures on “Basic concept of LPS”, “TMC Production
Plant to Part Order” and “Zero Defect Activities” by senior
management staff of TMC to supplement and complement the
plant tours organized by TMC. Besides tours of TMC plants in
Tsutsumi, Kamigo and Miyoshi, the participants also visited the
factories of TMC’s vendors namely, Toyota Boshoku, Aisan Kogyo
and Aisin Takaoka. From the well conducted tours, participants
were able to see the actual implementations of LPS at the shop
floors especially “kanban”; “jidoka”; “just-in-time”, “andon”; “genchi
genbutsu” and all the other familiar terms in the famed Toyota
Production System.
The many uninhibited questions on LPS raised during the Q&A
Sessions in the study mission reflected the enthusiasm and
keenness of the Malaysian participants to learn more indepth
of the LPS; and fortunately, the TMC team members were more

Dato' Hafsah Hashim SMIDEC

than obliging to answer the questions and issues brought up by
the participants notwithstanding the time constraint.
The participants were also at Toyota Kaikan to look at the futuristic
technologies of TMC as well as the displays of new car models
offered by TMC on the final day. A wrap up session was held
at a meeting room in Toyota Kaikan to summarize the lessons
learned during the study mission and it was unanimously declared
that the study mission was certainly beneficial and informative
to all the participants. The challenge for the participants was
how to implement LPS effectively at their respective work places.
Congrats to SMIDEC, JAMA and TMC for making the study
mission a successful and educational event to the benefit of the
appreciative participants.

About Toyota Production System (TPS)
TPS is a production system that is steeped in the philosophy
of complete elimination of all wastes, imbuing all aspects of
production in pursuit of the most efficient production method.
Toyota Motor Corporation’s vehicle production system is a
way of “making things” that is sometimes referred to as “lean
manufacturing system” or a “Just-in-Time (JIT) system,” has
come to be well known and studied worldwide. This production
control system has been established based on many years of
continuous improvements, with the objective of “making the
vehicles ordered by the customers in the quickest and most
efficient way in order to deliver the vehicles as quickly as
possible.”

Welcome Dinner at Nagoya Castle Hotel

The Toyota Production System (TPS) was established based
on two pillars: the first is called “jidoka” (which can be loosely
translated as “automation with a human touch”). This means
that when a problem occurs, the equipment stops immediately,
preventing defective products from being produced. The second
is the concept of “Just-In-Time” in which each process produces
only what is needed by the next process in a continuous flow.
Based on the basic philosophies of jidoka and Just-In-Time, the
TPS can efficiently and quickly produce vehicles of sound quality
one at a time, that will fully satisfy customer requirements.
Wrap up meeting
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PVA Features
PVA 14th Annual Dinner & Awards Nights 2007
More than 1,200 guests, consisting of Proton Vendors
Association (PVA) members, Proton management staff and
senior government officials of automotive related ministries,
throng the main banquet hall of the One World Hotel, 1-Utama,
Petaling Jaya on 12 December 2007 to celebrate PVA’s 14th
Annual Dinner & Awards Night. It was a “happening” night for
PVA members and invited guests, a moment for everyone to
relax and enjoy after a year of hard work and commitment.
The jam-packed programs that were organized for this year’s
annual dinner event kept everyone occupied throughout the night.
Kudos to the Chairman of the dinner event, En Reduan Rahim,
as well as his supporting members in the organizing committee
comprising mainly staff of Masasinar Sdn Bhd and several staff
of member companies for being successful in making the dinner
event a reality. Special mention must also be given to Pn Intan
in diligently ensuring that usherettes in the dinner welcoming
reception provided timely support.
It was a memorable time for PVA members as the occasion
was graced by the respectable YB Datuk Seri Rafidah Aziz,
Minister of International Trade and Industry. Her usual flair
and adeptness in skillfully delivering the right message to the
Malaysian automotive industry ensured that her speech was
easily digested by the dinner guests. In her speech, she quipped
that she would welcome the opportunity to be with the Proton
vendor community more often. We are sure that PVA would
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continue to extend invitations to her and hope that the timings
can fit well into her hectic schedule.
The Chairman of Proton Holdings Bhd, Datuk Azlan Hashim, was
equal to the task in delivering Proton’s message to the industry
players, reminding all of us to be ever vigilant in supporting
Proton to deliver the right products at the right quality and
performance. He also elaborated on Proton’s plans to increase
the market size through its export programs that have been put
in place in order for Proton to move forward.
PVA President, Dr Wan Mohamed who began the night with
his welcoming speech thanked the Malaysian government
and Proton for the continued support to Proton vendors and
the automotive industry in general. He also highlighted several
issues that could be taken up by the related ministries in the
government to further assist the industry. In his famed “Cakap
Mesti Bikin dan Bikin Mesti Betul” or “Walk the Talk” style, he
also urged PVA members to consider mergers among vendors
so that merged entities could be stronger to face the prevailing
challenges of the global automotive industry.
Among the highlights of the night was the presentation of
Proton Awards to vendors who have performed well in 2007.
The selection process of the winners was conducted by Group
Procurement Department of Proton and the winners were
determined by set criteria that were conveyed to all vendors
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PVA Features
The number of programs for the night was simply astounding
and overwhelming. From the opening gambit to the video clip
of PVA activities, right up to the performances of the various
artistes and lucky draws, there was a non-stop flow of programs
to occupy the attention of the guests throughout the night.
The crowd was also mesmerized by the performances of Ella
and Awie; with some guests sportingly going onstage to sing
along with the artistes with standards that make you wonder
whether they are also in the “entertainment” industry too. The
comical Baba and Nyonya pair also put on a commendable show
to entertain all the attendees. It was certainly a fabulous night to
remember.

earlier. Through this event, it is hoped that all vendors would
continue to be encouraged to further improve their performances
in quality, cost and delivery of their products.

PVA would like to thank the VVIPs, YB Datuk Seri Rafidah Aziz, Y
Bhg Datuk Azlan Hashim and Y Bhg Dato’ Syed Zainal Abidin as
well as the invited guests for attending the event. PVA would also
like to express its gratitude to the Chairman and Members of the
organizing committee, Proton management and staff as well as
the contributors to the lucky draw prizes, donors and advertisers
for their kind generosity. We are looking forward to meeting all of
you again at the next PVA dinner and awards night.

2007 Proton Award Winners
Best Overall Performance

: Denso (Malaysia) S/B

Winner

Best of Quality Performance
: Nakagawa Rubber Industries S/B
(SME)		 Power Steel & Electro-Plating Works S/B
		 KP Parts Industries S/B

Winner
1st Runner Up		
2nd Runner Up

Best of Quality Performance
: PHN Industry S/B
(Non-SME)		 Goodyear Marketing & Sales S/B
		 Ingress Technologies

Winner
1st Runner Up		
2nd Runner Up

Best of Delivery Performance
: Hirotako Acoustic S/B
(SME)		 Power Steel & Electro-Plating Works S/B
		 Automako S/B

Winner
1st Runner Up		
2nd Runner Up

Best of Delivery Performance
:
(Non-SME)		
		
Most Improved Vendor in Delivery :
		
		

Winner
1st Runner Up		
2nd Runner Up
Winner		
1st Runner Up		
2nd Runner Up

Denso (Malaysia) S/B
Automotive Industries S/B
Multi-Code Electronics Industries (M) Bhd
Teck See Plastic S/B
Autoliv Hirotako Safety S/B
Delphi Packard Electric (M) S/B

Most Improved Vendor in Quality : Johnson Controls Automotive Interiors (M) S/B
		 Malaysian Automotive Lighting S/B
		 Proreka (M) S/B

Winner		
1st Runner Up
2nd Runner Up

Congratulations to all the winners!
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Special Editorial
Meeting Today’s Needs,
Securing Tomorrow’s Vision

- Having the capacity to increase the visibility of the product
development process to upper management, among
others.

Siemens PLM Software

Siemens PLM Software, a business unit of Siemens Industry Sector, is a
leading global provider of product lifecycle management (PLM) software
and services with 4.6 million licensed seats and 51,000 customers
worldwide. Headquartered in Plano, Texas, Siemens PLM Software’s
open enterprise solutions enable a world where organizations and their
partners collaborate through Global Innovation Networks to deliver
world-class products and services. PVA Tattler spent some time talking
to Mr. Chin Ying Loong, Vice President for Asean/Australia/New
Zealand to find out more about their products and services, particularly
its Teamcenter product data management (PDM) software and its
application in the automotive industry.
AM

: Why is Product Lifecycle Management or PLM important
and what are your value propositions?

CYL

: The key importance in PLM is in its ability in capturing
information, product data and processes of product
development. The ability to synchronize product information
allows the using, re-using and sharing of that information
within the corporate organization, with the organization’s
suppliers and key stakeholders. Hence, our value proposition
can be summed up as providing a solution that connects the
people, processes and information while integrating with
current business systems, establish an agile environment
for managing change in a globally distributed and outsourced
environment, create, capture, secure and manage corporate
knowledge for greatest business leverage and facilitate the reuse of the physical and intellectual capital of the organization.
To put it into context, 30 years ago, it took 2-3 years for an
OEM to produce a new model but today, conceptualization
time is faster and a new model can be completed within 12
months due to PLM.

that don’t show up until
the product reaches the
show room.
AM

: Can
you
explain
the
relevance
of
PLM solution to the
automotive industry?

CYL

Chin Ying Loong, Vice President for
: For the OEM or the
Asean/Australia/New Zealand
manufacturer and the
vendor of the automotive
industry, the relevance of a PLM solution can ensure the
intellectual property is in tact for all their production of
vehicles. From a layman point of view, there are 20,000–
30,000 components that go into a car depending on the
model. During designing a new design of a proton model,
for example, there might be changes of different parts or
components that take place. It is crucial to know and keep
track of each and every part and component put into a vehicle
to allow the ability to re-use the information from one model
to another.

AM

: What should a company sourcing for a PLM solution or a
provider should take into account?

CYL

: Any well-implemented PLM system should increase efficiency
and improve productivity. A company sourcing for a PLM
system should consider the entire end-to-end product lifecycle
process, while taking into account how the company’s business
will evolve in the future. By taking a broader and longer view,
a company is ensuring that as their business evolves they can
still meet their product lifecycle needs in a single, integrated
environment using a single source of product information.

AM

: What are the problems that can be avoided by implementing
a PLM solution?

AM

CYL

: Some of the problems that can be avoided are the use of
out-of-date information, ordering the wrong parts, cycle time
delays due to miscommunication and engineering errors

: How do you determine whether a PLM system is truly
comprehensive and scalable enough to meet your needs?

CYL

: One way would be to do a quick check of the applications
areas the system supports and the range of implementations
– from small company to global enterprise – that the system
can handle. Most PLM vendors can offer an integrated
environment for the big three: digital design (high-end and
mid-range CAD options), digital manufacturing and product
data management. Digital manufacturing is a solution within
the entire enterprise solution switch. Essentially, it allows
simulation in that production shop before you manufacturer.
It works hand-in-hand with Teamcenter, enabling simulation
to optimize production.

AM

: Which Siemens PLM software products are most
commonly used for the automotive industry and why?

CYL

: It would have to be the Teamcenter – This particular
system provides end-to-end PLM solutions for product data
management right down to digital manufacturing. Solutions
are customizable to customers’ needs. Some of the product
development aspects the Teamcenter supports are:

		 Our end-to-end PLM is one of the main reasons companies
choose to implement Teamcenter over other systems. Our
system addresses every aspect of the product development
process, from ideation to the retirement of the product –
transforms efficiency into enhanced innovation and superior
product quality, and ensures that productivity is manifested
as not only reduced costs, but also as accelerated time-tomarket and increased top-line revenue growth.
AM

: Can you share with the vendor community case scenarios
on the implementation of the SIEMENS Teamcenter PLM
system?

CYL

: While many companies underestimate the potential value
of a single, integrated PLM environment, one customer of
ours in the aerospace business does not. At one point, the
company had 217 different product development systems,
40 of which represented product development data. Its
4,200 worldwide users were unable to collaborate on critical
product development issues or utilize intellectual capital,
and the system was a huge drain on the IT department.
After implementing the SIEMENS Teamcenter PLM system,
the company was able to go from 217 systems to… Just
two. The savings in maintenance and upgrade costs alone
were enormous, and were matched by improvements in
collaboration and the ability to reuse intellectual capital.

		 Another one of our customers, Eclipse Aviation, adopted a PLM
strategy early on to support its aggressive goal of providing
a lightweight jet aircraft at just over $1 million dollars. To
squeeze the greatest efficiency out of its lifecycle processes,
Eclipse used PLM software to create a master model that
guided downstream engineering and manufacturing decisionmaking. The PLM solution provided documentation for the
FAA at every stage of the lifecycle, sharing this information
through real-time collaboration capabilities to efficiently
secure the FAA’s full Type Certification.
AM

: Can you share with the readers which new automotive
clients who have deployed Siemens PLM solutions in the
past year?

CYL

: The most recent customer from the automotive industry we
have delivered and implemented the Teamcenter product
data management (PDM) software is Volkswagen, which will
include 45,000 users in the end stage. Volkswagen, Europe’s

- Fulfilling the need to improve the management of supplier
relationships and the need to track service data and
manage maintenance, repair and overhaul operations,
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- Having the ability to hold design reviews that combine data
from different CAD systems into a single virtual mockup,

AM

: Proton is encouraging its vendors to assimilate, form
strategic partnerships and strengthen their business
fundamentals. How can PLM Software assist the vendor
community in this effort?

CYL

: The ability to capture product data and information is just as
important to vendors as it is to the OEM. As an example,
to produce a car seat a manufacturer must have a process
within the system. An engineering change process is a big
part of PLM as well and processes need to be captured within
the system, which is what our PLM system will do. For the
vendors, realizing the importance of PLM and implementing it
into their processes can differentiate between Tier 1 and Tier
2 suppliers.

AM

: Thank you for that informative and enlightening inside scoop
into the functionality of a PLM solution and its relevance to
the automotive industry. Any last thoughts you would like
to share with the vendor community?

CYL

: PLM take up rate is not as fast in Malaysia as it is in India and
China. This is the right time for the automotive OEM as well
as Tier 1 suppliers to evaluate their PLM needs to maintain a
competitive edge. The maximization and optimization of PLM
while ensures competitiveness creates a more productive
business through enhancing efficiency. The consideration on
business benefits that can be gained include cost reduction
and accelerated time to market.

Siemens PLM Software was positioned in the leaders quadrant of
Gartner, Inc.’s “Magic Quadrant for Product Life Cycle Management,
4Q07” report. The “PLM Magic Quadrant” graphically portrays PLM
vendors based on an evaluation of a company’s vision and its ability to
execute. The evaluation process involved the assessment of companies’
overall viability, its product, sales execution and pricing, market
responsiveness and track record. In addition, Gartner considered
each firm’s market understanding, its marketing, sales and product
strategy.
For more information and a comprehensive presentation on Teamcenter
or other Siemens PLM Software solutions, kindly contact Mr. Nick Lu
(Account Manager-Malaysia) at:

- Enabling a better handling of converting hundreds of good
ideas into one or two innovative new products,

Teamcenter’s bill of materials management capability makes it easy to substitute a
new design without losing track of the current product configuration. Deleted and
added parts are clearly highlighted on the bill of material with red strike-through and
green font.

leading car maker,
will use Teamcenter
throughout
the
entire vehicle design
and
manufacturing
process to create
transparency in its
processes, so that
obligatory information
on product maturity,
productivity and cost
will be available at
any and every point
in the process. Other
Bill Boswell, Senior Director,
Siemens PLM Teamcenter Product
customers in the
Marketing Siemens
automotive industry
who have implemented our PLM solution are General
Motors, Ford, Isuzu, Nissan, GM, Suzuki and Mazda. For
NX, our award-winning CAD product and solution, our list of
customers includes General Motors, Isuzu, Suzuki and Nissan
among others.

Teamcenter’s lifecycle visualization capability supported by the open & published, cadneutral JT format create an open, visual platform that represents a common 3D
language across your entire PLM landscape from basic visual investigation, real-time
visual collaboration, to highly realistic and immersive visualization.

S & I Systems (M) Sdn Bhd
Phone: +603-5639 8141/43
Mobile: +6012-323 8638
Fax: +603-5639 8142
Email: marketing@si-asia.com
Website: www.si-asia.com
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PVA Spotlight
The Emergence Of The New Continental
Continental Automotive Malaysia, the former Siemens VDO Malaysia
is part of the “New Continental”. With successful acquisition of
Siemens VDO Automotive AG at €11.5 billion in December 2007,
Continental AG now ranks as the 5th top automotive supplier in
the world.

Mechanical Design - Continental Automotive Malaysia currently uses
Pro Engineer as their standard development tool for 3D models and
drawing generation. For data exchange to customers, loading of
different file formats or simple sketches, other software packages
based on customer needs are widely used.

The merger has strengthened Continental AG resources and
worldwide presence. With sales of more than €25 billion (based on
2006 figures) Continental’s acquisition of Siemens VDO Automotive
AG is the logical step in Continental’s evolution as integrated systems
supplier. The future product portfolio, with leading market positions
worldwide, excellently covers what will clearly be the predominant
trends in the upcoming years – safety, protection of the global
climate and networked communication. The new Continental thus
stands for intelligent and highly innovative mobility in the future and
is now an even stronger partner to the automotive industry.

Styling, Dial & Illumination - They have the facilities to develop styling
& dial work independently based on customers input. This includes
balancing and color analysis that can be done in-house as well. Upon
a styling decided, the dial artwork will be produced and printing
layers defined. For balancing and color analysis the first dials will be
produced in our dial production. With a special color and brightness
sensitive camera the achieved results will be measured and, if
necessary, correction in coloring, brightness and homogeneity will
be initiated.

This world’s leading automotive industry suppliers offering
comprehensive know-how in tire and brake technology, vehicle
dynamics control, electronics and sensor systems with the objective
of making individual mobility safer and more comfortable. With the
acquisition, Continental AG will continue to rigorously pursue a
strategy of value-generating growth in synch with their objectives.
The New Continental is in an excellent position in the automotive
industry that will pave the way for the emergence of a better and
more efficient corporation.
Profile and Track Record in Malaysia
Continental Automotive Malaysia is a Tier-1 Vendor for Proton
Holdings Berhad. With more than 20 years experience, its
instruments plant started in 1985 supplying instrument cluster
to Proton. Since then the supplying profile expanded to other
automotive parts such as Oil Pressure Switches & Tank Senders,
Fuel Pumps, Fuel Supply Units, Fuel Pressure Regulators, Tank
Purge Valves, Electronic Control Units, Sensors, Injectors, Engine
Management Systems and Analogue Clocks for the past fifteen
years starting with the ISWARA models up to the recently launched
Persona models.

Continental Automotive Malaysia is committed to innovation, quality
and customer satisfaction. Their internal strengths and value chain
efficiency form the basis of their competitive advantage in fulfilling
their commitments.
Their strong passion and strong commitment to quality had brought
about the accreditation of the prestigious ISO/TS16949 and
QS9000 certifications.
Continental Automotive Malaysia has full fledged R&D facilities that
enable them to provide design services and give commitments
to provide solutions customized for the local market following
Continentals world wide standard design guidelines. They are
recognized by the global market for their passion for quality,
for their customer focused organization as well as for their
competitiveness.
A full range of product development equipments and facilities are
at their disposal that covers all different development activities
such as:-

Electronic Development - Schematics (electronic circuit diagrams)
are developed with Continental’s world wide standard software
solution. For Continental Automotive customized menus are added
in, which ensure the standardized usage of already automotive
approved components of the world wide Continental Automotive
component database. All development results are released into
the Continental Automotive group server, which also simplifies
simultaneous engineering between different locations.
The same advantages apply to the standardized PCB layout software.
From the schematic information the component foot prints are
optimized for different automotive PCB materials. They are then
carried over into the PCB layout. Layouts are made for single and
double sided PCB’s, for CEM1 using silver cross over (SCO) and also
silver through hole (STH) technologies.
Software Development - Most of their locally developed products
are based on a company wide controller platform optimized for
performance within automotive applications. Upon customer’s
request other controllers can be implemented as well to harmonize
the overall hardware architecture within a vehicle. Know how and
necessary tools for the successful development and implementation
of high speed and low speed communication bus systems (CAN etc.)
are available.
Design Validation - Hardware test (incl. EMC), there are several kinds
of tests that can be conducted with the in-house test equipment
such as Load Dump, Voltage Drop, Transient Pulse, Surge Voltage,
Ramp-up and other tests like ESD.
Their facilities for Environmental Test for validation of design results
include Temperature Shock Chamber, Temperature Humidity
Chamber, Temperature Cycle Chamber, Dust Chamber, Rain
Chamber, Salt Spray Chamber and 3 Axis Shakers.
Lifetime simulation equipment is also available for reliability and
endurance testing.
By building on expertise, utilizing synergies and by expanding areas
of competence for system and module integration, Continental
Automotive Malaysia is poised to put its innovations on the road
faster and more cost effective.
For more information about Continental Automotive Malaysia and
its list of products, contact Mr. Yen Siew San, Chief Executive Officer
of Continental Automotive in Malaysia.
2455, Mk1, Tingkat Perusahaan 2A,
Prai Industrial Estate
13600 Prai
Penang, Malaysia
Tel: +6-04-3819 100
www.continental-corporation.com
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Her View
A Woman’s Perspective On The New Persona
By Aien Mokhtar
Sitting in my new Persona High-Line, I cannot help but feel
ecstatic. The sleek, clean lines of the charcoal black dashboard
with its matte taupe trimmings and silver knobs, a CD player with
controls on the steering, good sound system and comfortable
seats all contributing to the sense of finesse that this model
offers. With a 1.6 double overhead cam 16-valve engine, an
upgrade to the Cam Pro engine version fitted into the Gen 2, it
purrs smoothly as I cruise along the Kesas highway. The Cam
Pro engine, which has less power and torque compared to the
Japanese cars although have not reached its full maturity in
terms of its development (meaning that it can still be improved)
is indeed quiet. The biggest breakthrough is the NVH level,
compared to the Gen 2 has improved tremendously for the high
line models. Comparing with competitors at its price level, it
definitely offers you value for your money. Level of comfort is
excellent, with the Lotus Technology it handles very well in its
class and luggage capacity is a huge plus, the dual airbags for
the driver’s and passenger’s side, not to mention the ample
compartment spaces to hide my favorite Gucci shades, my
signature scented hand cream, collection of classic tunes on
CDs and what have you. However, I feel that the steering is a bit
small. For future consideration, the engineers at Proton might
want to re-design the steering to be a bit bigger to improve
maneuvering.
The Persona is fitted with the latest IMAF system, which
according to the manufacturer gives better throttle response.
However, most Persona owners feel that the car lacks in
acceleration because of the power to weight ratio of the car.
Almost as big as a Waja, the weight distribution contributes
to the lacking in acceleration. In over taking, you have to kick it
down to more than 4,000 rpm to feel a slight G-force, but the
car feels really good once you are at cruising speed. For me,
that will be at 120 kmh. In terms of its looks, it does not fall
far from its hatchback predecessor, Gen 2. From the back,
the only differentiation between the Persona and the Gen 2 are
the moldings. Don’t let the looks fool you though. Although
looking like a stretched Gen 2, the Persona have surpassed its
predecessors in terms of finishing and built. At first impression,
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there is not a lot of upgrading and improvements, but once you
drive the Persona, you will realize that it is a totally different car
from the Gen 2. For one, the glove compartment that went
M.I.A. in the Gen 2 made a comeback in the Persona and for
a person like me, that is advantageous. Overall, the Persona
is a good strategy and a smart move by Proton to win back
its market share. They did put a lot of effort into the R&D to
improve the finishing and the design.
The biggest drawback factor for the Persona however, is the
consumption. This I believe can be improved with the new version
of Cam Profiling System, which we hope will be incorporated into
the new engine for the new models. What concerns the target
market for this car in my belief is to have better torque or better
gear ratios and not a great deal about how much horsepower it
can produce. After all, the consumers who would consider buying
a Persona be it the young executives or the newly wedded couples
would see Persona as a reliable choice for a day-to-day mode of
transportation so improvements on the consumption will be a
major benefit. As a woman driver, the ‘ponies’ underneath the
hood never concerns me (when I am the one driving) for a couple
of reasons. Firstly, with the city traffic and the road conditions,
I won’t be able to maximize all the power and secondly, if I have
the horsepower, I would not know what to do with it anyway.
Nevertheless, I do appreciate speed and good performance
cars, but for my daily use, I choose my Persona over my JCW
Cooper S, which I reserve for weekends and long distance road
trips, with my car enthusiast husband who will definitely be doing
the driving. Otherwise, how else can we get from KL to JB in two
hours? This is by no means an encouragement for those out
there to speed on our highways though.
Proton has launched models to cater to the low to middle
income segment market. In terms of price range, the Waja, Gen
2, Savvy, Persona and the latest Saga are all in the same price
bracket (ranging from RM30,000 to RM60,000). We hope
that Proton can also look into developing a model that is in the
same range as the Perdana in the future to give
the public better option and alternative
when choosing a mid-range car.
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Sidetrack
George Carlin is a Grammy-winning American stand-up
comedian, actor and author. He is especially noted for
his political and black humor and his observations on
language, psychology and religion along with many taboo
subjects.
George Carlin’s Views on Aging
Do you realize that the only time in our lives when we like to get
old is when we’re kids? If you’re less than 10 years old, you’re
so excited about aging that you think in fractions. ‘How old are
you?’ ‘I’m four and a half!’ You’re never thirty-six and a half.
You’re four and a half, going on five! That’s the key. You get into
your teens, now they can’t hold you back. You jump to the next
number, or even a few ahead. ‘How old are you?’ ‘I’m gonna be
16!’ You could be 13, but hey, you’re gonna be 16! And then the
greatest day of your life! You become 21. Even the words sound
like a ceremony. YOU BECOME 21. YESSSS!!!
But then you turn 30. Oooohh, what happened there? Makes
you sound like bad milk! He TURNED; we had to throw him out.
There’s no fun now, you’re just a sour-dumpling. What’s wrong?
What’s changed? You BECOME 21, you TURN 30, then you’re
PUSHING 40. Whoa! Put on the brakes, it’s
all slipping away. Before you know it,
you REACH 50 and your dreams are
gone. But wait!!! You MAKE it to
60. You didn’t think you would!
So you BECOME 21, TURN
30, PUSH 40, REACH 50 and
MAKE it to 60. You’ve built up
so much speed that you HIT
70! After that it’s a day-by-day
thing, you HIT Wednesday! You
get into your 80’s and every
day is a complete cycle; you
HIT lunch; you TURN 4:30; you
REACH bedtime. And it doesn’t
end there. Into the 90s, you
start going backwards;
‘I Was JUST 92.’
Then a strange
thing happens.
If you make it
over 100, you
become a little
kid again. ‘I’m
100 and a
half!’ May you
all make it to a
healthy 100
and a half!!

HOW TO STAY YOUNG
1. Throw out nonessential numbers. This includes age, weight
and height. Let the doctors worry about them. That is why
you pay ‘them.’
2. Keep only cheerful friends. The grouches pull you down.
3. Keep learning. Learn more about the computer, crafts,
gardening, whatever. Never let the brain idle. ‘An idle mind is
the devil’s workshop.’ And the devil’s name is Alzheimer’s.
4. Enjoy the simple things.
5. Laugh often, long and loud. Laugh until you gasp for breath.
6. The tears happen. Endure, grieve, and move on. The only
person, who is with us our entire life, is ourselves. LIVE while
you are alive.
7. Surround yourself with what you love, whether it’s family,
pets, keepsakes, music, plants, hobbies, whatever. Your
home is your refuge.
8. Cherish your health: If it is good, preserve it. If it is unstable,
improve it. If it is beyond what you can improve, get help.
9. Don’t take guilt trips. Take a trip to the mall, even to the next
county; to a foreign country but NOT to where the guilt is.
10. Tell the people you love that you love them, at every
opportunity.
And always remember - Life is not measured by the number of
breaths we take, but by the moments that take our breath away.
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